WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS AD SUBJICIENDUM and PRÆCIPE QUOD REDDAT.

OR

A BANKER’S “TERMINATION and LIQUIDATION VOUCHER ORDER” of my Secrete Counterfeit Bankrupts.

I am, Little-John: Stewart, Estate, and by my Will, I stand as an “Original American Nature Banker; Inheritor berthed in Blood and into the Light”. I am Standing of Age, as the Lawful Living American Principal Executive Office - Banker/Curator per EIN # 231982194 to Claim my American Liberties per the Treaty Laws of Nations from the Estate Banks of the American Nation, known as the United States Treasury.

I have the Ordinary Judicial Powers of Probate and the Equity Authority; as a Private International Banking Court of a Free-Man; which is supported by the 11th Amendment to the United States Constitution. Therefore, I do Here and Now ORDER this WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS AD SUBJICIENDUM and PRÆCIPE QUOD REDDAT (A Banker’s “TERMINATION and LIQUIDATION VOUCHER ORDER” of my Secrete Counterfeit Bankrupts) to be served upon the Treasurer of the United States in order to bring forth All of my American Banking Estates, which are being held Behind the Counter of the United States Treasury in SECRETE, as Counterfeit “Corporate Soul” Procurator Banking Accounts – Secrete Bankrupts.

This HABEAS CORPUS AD SUBJICIENDUM is ORDERED to bring forth the Secrete Counterfeit Bankrupts and the associated American Banking Estates; Assets held as SECRETE - ADRs, ADSs and all associated Counterfeit Bankrupt Insured Accounts. All Underwritings by this American PEO – Banker/Curator for All Counterfeit “Corporate Debt World” Insured Instruments have been Revoked and their Withheld Assets are now required to be Resurrected and Delivered to this American PEO – Banker/Curator within 3 Days per the Universal Banking Laws of Nations OR Civil and International Banking Charges will be filed for “Conspiracy to Defraud” and the continuance of the Counterfeasance; an Act of American Treason. This Action is required to Prevent and Stop the COUNTERFEITING of the American National Currency, per the 1865 Act.
PRAECIPES QUOD REDDAT (VOUCHER ORDER):

The Counterfeit Habeas Corpuses of below listed “Procurator” Bankrupts as SECRETES are to be LIQUIDATED and/or TERMINATED (when required) with the Reside, as American National Assets; being Delivered along with a Complete Manifest of the Accounts to the above American PEO – Banker/Curator: (Originals and/or Certified Copies will be Signed over upon Delivery.)

1. LITTLE JOHN STEWART, ESTATE.; SOCIAL SECURITY “Counterfeit Creditor Business Entity” Insurance Contract (as a Counterfeit Security with the sole purpose to deceive by using counterfeit foreign money) and “Registered Agent” Procurator Account #231-98-2194 and all attached Counterfeit INSURED contracts: (3 are listed below)
   a. STATE OF MARYLAND – DRIVER’S LICENSE; #S-363-522-429-942.
   b. STATE OF MARYLAND – VOTER REGISTRATION; #__________.
   c. STATE OF MARYLAND – CERTIFICATE OF VEHICLE TITLE; #__________.

2. LITTLE STEWART; STATE OF MARYLAND, “Certificate of Live Birth” Counterfeit Creditor Entity and “Registered Agent” Procurator – of the ADR and Governmental ADS’s under #__________.

3. LITTLE JOHN STEWART, ESTATE. SELECTIVE SERVICE and DD 214N “Counterfeit Creditor Entity” and “Registered Agent” Procurator – of the Military Bounty ADR and ADS under #__________.

4. LITTLE JOHN STEWART, ESTATE. BAPTISM CERTIFICATE - 214N “Counterfeit Creditor Entity” and “Registered Agent” Procurator – of the CHURCH OF ROME “CESTI QUE TRUST Treasury Receipt”. A Foreign Creditor’s Fee account for the Collateral usage of account #231982194.

This American PEO Banker/Curator – Banking Voucher Order is so ORDERED as a “Writ and Precipe” to be Delivered by Electronic FAX and Delivery Confirmed on this very day; the 16th of January, 2014; a Calling Upon ORDER to the OFFICE of the Treasurer of the United States.

Voucher COUNTER-SIGNED for Authenticity and Settlement:

By an INDEMNIFIED: the American PEO – Banker/Curator’s “Cashier/Comptroller”.

Posted, Signed, Sealed and Dated on: _____________.

By the Will of: __________________________

American PEO’s - Bank Cashier/Comptroller